
 

1. Today, advanced science and technology have made great changes to people's life, 

but artists are still valued high such as musicians, painters and writers. What can 

the arts tell us about life that science and technology cannot? 

 

In recent years, with the development of science and technology, more has created greater 

convenience and higher efficiency were provided to improve the quality of people’s lifeand 

raised the standard of living for the average citizen. However, it is noticeable that art is one 

area that cannot be replaced by science. ists can hardly be taken place by scientific 

techniques. In this essay I will detail the ways in which art is still important.This essay will 

illustrate this phenomenon from several aspects with supportive details. 

 

The form and characteristic of art determine that it could never be replaced by science and 

technology. Arts is emotional and abstract, creating from zero nothing without many set 

regulations and rules that, which can only be felt and created by people. However, science is 

serious and rational, which consisting of a great deal of principles and calculations, and 

always have the only correct answerstriving for objective truth. For instance, the art object 

mainly often conveys the spiritual items side about of people’s thoughts, emotions, and 

relationship that could cannot be touched or calculated in a scientific way. Therefore, the art 

producesd completely different forms of items, and art tend to beautifiesy human’s life in a 

more creative way, offering colorful world for people to express and feel the circumstance 

and themselves, which irrelevant to the material levelself-expression rather than cold 

calculation and scientific fact.  

 

BesidesMoreover, there is a huge difference between the goals of arts the humanities and 

science. That is to say, content of arts satisfiesd the inner side need of human beings instead 

of the practical demands met by the technology. To be more specific, the art object mainly 

makes up for the hollow in human’s spiritsdeals with subjective themes, while the 

technology delivers the practical use advances to tackle tangible problems such as cleaning 

the floor. For instance, Vincent van Gogh, a famous painter in Holland, draw pictures to 

express his sadness and inner emptiness, which generate the consensus amongconnected 

with and inspired viewers who to have the same feelings. Not only the art creatorsartists can 

gain the satisfaction of from artistic expression, the art objects itself can also fulfill viewers’ 

mind inundated withlives with intangible thoughts, providing a positive outlets for human 

beings that can never be accomplish filled by science and technology. 

 

To conclude, the arts convey the ineffable that could notcannot be done provided by the 

science and technology, and also satisfiesy the intangible goals of human creativityn’s inner 

side. 
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